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+ maybe some results





... we respectfully ask the esteemed 
audience to participate in the 
festive nature of the premiere 
through wearing evening dress.







Modern times is Chaplin's last silent film, although the film has 
elements of music and sound. It is a sharp satire around the 
assembly line mechanization of society, where the little human 
is transformed into a robot.
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Computer vision is rapidly becoming default. 



Computer vision is a field of artificial intelligence 
that trains computers to interpret and understand 
the visual world. Using digital images from 
cameras and videos and deep learning models, 
machines can accurately identify and classify 
objects—and then react to what they 'see'.









The project explores how artificial intelligence and 
machine learning methods can foster new 
knowledge about the history of Swedish 
modernity—while at the same time critically 
scrutinizing algorithmic toolboxes for the study of 
the past.





Regarding so called algorithmic scaling and 
reso lu t ion enhancement—what k ind o f 
algorithmic interpretations does software yield 
from historical archives?









A generative adversarial network – GAN – is a 
machine learning framework for approaching 
generative AI. Given a training set, GAN's can 
learn to generate new data with the same 
statistics as the training set. For example, a GAN 
trained on photographs can generate new 
photographs that look authentic to human 
observers.











uncanny—unheimlich—enhancement and distortion 



... what is the software actually 'seeing'?



















  





Once upon a time, Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery in 
their seminal book Film History: Theory and Practice (1985) 
pioneered the academic study of film history by 
accentuating "reading, researching and writing" different 
kinds of film histories—aesthetic, technological, economic, 
social—voilà, the emergence of new film (or cinema) 
history.





NONFILMIC EVIDENCE  

Just as the study of film history is multifaceted, the data of 
film history are numerous and diverse. It is true that for 
one narrow form of film historical inquiry prints of films are 
the only valid data. However, for broader (and more 
interesting) questions, we think, nonfilmic materials prove 
invaluable.



We raise this particular example of using nonfilmic sources 
in the study of film history to point out both that these 
sources are available (and, we think, underutilized).



Films themselves tell us next to 
nothing about modes of production, 
organization structures, market 
situations, management decision 
making, or labor relations, just as 
close examination of a bar of soap 
would reveal little data in the study 
of the personal hygiene industry.



Today, new computational methods can be added to his 
reservoir of "doing film history". 



Today, new computational methods can be added to his 
reservoir of "doing film history". 



Interestingly, computational film history has a digital focus 
both on films themselves as well as nonfilmic evidence—
digital methods can be applied to most forms of filmic data.  
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B.
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For those working with 
the raw materials of 
history, integrity and 
authenticity are the 
chief necessities. ... 
Authenticity is based on 
aura, aura on belief.











If you've seen Denis Shirayev's upscaled historical videos, 
you've seen the past enhanced by a touch of the future. 
He takes videos scanned from very old films [and] upscales 
them to 4K, smoothes out jitter and adds color. ... 
Shirayev's videos are beautiful and compelling, but they 
show you something that never was. They're not archival; 
they're fiction.























Pelle Snickars & Emil Stjernholm, "Uspcaling Swedish 
Biograph", Journal of Scandinavian Cinema 

The AI enhancement community relies primarily on freely 
available tools and freely available film material digitized 
by traditional institutions. This, scholars have argued, can 
be interpreted as “a sign of the democratisation of the 
medium and AI and a moving away from institutional 
procedures, perhaps even a gesture of resistance against 
authorities, the official bearers of knowledge” (Božak 
Kavčič 2022). 



To the critics, however, AI enthusiasts care for neural 
networks and their capabilities could also imply 
carelessness with regard to the treatment of media 
historical artefacts. In contrast to AI enhancements, most 
definitions of the practice of film restoration focus on the 
aim of restoring an archival film as closely as possible to its 
original form.
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The Westac-project has curated three massive textual datasets—
big data of almost four billion tokens—gleaned from the 
domains of Swedish politics, news media and literary culture 
during the second half of the 20th century.

Politics Media Culture
3,100 digitised Swedish Govern-
mental Official Reports (SOU) + 
digitised political propositions, 
proposals and debates from the 
Swedish Parliament 

Two digitised Swedish newspapers, 
Aftonbladet and Dagens Nyheter 
from 1945 to 1989.

The emblematic cultural journal 
Bonniers Litterära Magasin (BLM), + 
all Swedish novels from 1945 to 
1989, in all some 22,000 titles 



Politics Media Culture





... some 20 000 long protocolls.







Curating data—an immense task ...







Topic modeling – a computational method to study latent 
themes in text corpuses that accentuates words that tend 
to co-occur. Together these words create different topics. 
Via co-occurrence, topic modeling hence produces topics 
in the form of clusters of similar words. A word may be a 
part of several topics with different degrees of probability.



We have used the generative probabilistic model Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and predominantly a Mallet—and 
occasionally a Gensim—modeling toolkit.  

Models can be instructed to single out n number of topics; 
in our case models with 100, 200 and 500 topics were 
used. 
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Parliamentary data – topic on culture, film & museums.



Parliamentary data – female MPs on topic on culture, film & museums.





film  
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show  
entertainment tax  
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children 
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Conserthouse debate on film 1937









Mr. Speaker! It may be permissible for me to first say a few words in general about the film of 
today. It is the case that few were able to make the observation that in recent decades the film 
has gained an almost unexpectedly strong position in our modern cultural societies, and we all 
know that cinemas have an ability to gather people who might not have any other entertainment.



macro | micro
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"Stronger" debates on 
film in the 1930s



Topic 244

Mostly socialdemocrats 
and liberals



Finally – what about cinema audiences?





The less cinemagoers have to strain their brains to follow a film, the more pointless the 
content, the more certain the success, and with success follow sold-out houses. Evidence for 
this claim is our Swedish "pilsner films". The backyard romanticism, which hits us here, is as 
far away from all the so-called formative and value-creating elements that can easily be 
imagined. ... There rarely seems to be any thought of nurturing the audience's taste in 
Swedish films today.



Åqvist was unequivocal in his scorn of Swedish cinema. But unlike many 
other politicians he did go to the cinema. He appreciated both Greta 
Garbo in Rouben Mamoulian's Drottning Christina (1934), as well as Karl 
Fredrik Regerar, a Swedish film from the same year about a class traveler 
who goes from being a poor farmer to becoming the Minister of 
Agriculture. Precisely in this way, Swedish film should be "a culture-
creating factor [with] the goal of forming and nurturing the taste of the 
great mass of cinemagoers".



In two central motions from 1935 and 1937 Åqvist called for 
"measures to increase film culture" – a first step towards a 
more active state funded film production in Sweden.





– thanks!
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